
Workshop Name Workshop Description Session 1 Session 2 Session 3

Crack the Leadership Code

Famous leaders share wisdom and demonstrate inspiring actions, but what does this mean to you?  Investigate well-known leader 
words, but beware, the code keeps changing!  Choose this session to decipher messages, collaborate with a team to uncover the 
meaning, and explore how to put a message into action. X X

Flight to Morocco, N. Africa for Ag Leadership

It’s a dream experience, flying to Casablanca, Morocco, on the North African Coast where movies have been set!  But there is also a 
lot to learn about current and future customers for Kansas Agriculture.  K-Stater, Sanders Barbee, completed the first IFYE exchange 
in Morocco sponsored by the United Sorghum Checkoff on a two month exchange this past summer.  She is here to share what she’s 
learned about Moroccan agriculture and culture while living with Moroccan families and on their farms.  Find out how changing climate 
is impacting food production on the edge of the Sahara Desert.  What do U. S. farmers need to know to expand our markets in North 
Africa?  In this workshop you’ll sample some foods you might have when hosted by Moroccans.  You will also learn that IFYE offers 
exchanges to young adults beyond 4-H age and how to participate as host now or outbound delegate to many counties around the 
world when you are over 18. X

Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead

A STEAM engine has left the station and the push to jump aboard has been nation-wide. More and more jobs have a higher demand 
for technology and automatic systems. Our future is in need of more youth with skills in science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics. Jump aboard and come learn about robotics. "All Aboard!" X X

Giving your resume and cover letter some Main Character 
Energy

Want to secure the job you have your eye on? Get the internship or scholarship of your dreams? You don’t want to miss this workshop 
teaching you how to write a resume and cover letter for each of your future endeavors! You will learn how to tailor both for different 
applications, what to include as you gain experience and how to elevate your opportunities to round out your applications. X

IYKYK – How To Teach Kids about Agriculture
Teaching children about agriculture can be a fun and rewarding opportunity.  Kansas Farm Bureau will show you step by step how to 
prepare your presentation, best practices in speaking to children, and you will even get to teach a fun hands-on activity. X X X

Know Yourself, Grow Yourself

Just like an infant changes into a toddler, you are changing into an adult! Do you know what your supposed to be "working" on to get 
there? In this workshop you'll learn the top 10 tasks of teen development. Then we'll share ideas on how completing these tasks can 
and does happen in the real world. You'll leave with confidence because when you know, you grow! X X

Leadership: Enhancing Leadership After High School 

Join our K-State Admissions Representative team for an interactive session that dives into what leadership opportunities can look like 
on a college campus. We'll discuss how to transition your involvement in high school to college and discuss what you think makes a 
great leader and involved student on campus! X X

Navigating Diversity in Agriculture

Grow your citizenship and leadership skills by joining the Diversity Programs Office in the College of Agriculture at Kansas State 
University to learn more about diversity and agriculture. This workshop promises to be engaging through its conversations and 
activities. You will learn about navigating an environment filled with challenges and diverse experiences, while still relating back to 
agriculture.  X X

Networking and Advocacy through Involvement with 
Professional Organizations

A great deal of young professionals want to make a difference in their chosen careers. 
 Professional membership organizations provide a variety of opportunities for career growth, connecting with other professionals, and 
advocating for important issues.  Berni Howe and Michelle Gilbert, governing board members of the Kansas Association for the 
Education of Young Children, will provide information specific to this organization as well as tips for becoming involved in similar work 
regardless of your chosen field.  X X X

Our Leadership Flights in Norway

From interviews, orientations, and traveling with a group of U. S. 4-H’er’s, to living with a Norwegian family, four Kansas 4-H members 
and alumni gained leadership skills to last a lifetime.  In this workshop we will share the Land of the Midnight Sun with you.  You’ll hear 
about and see the landscapes above the Arctic Circle where the sun never sets in June to the Oslo Fiord and southern coast plus 
farms and villages in between described by those who stayed there this past summer.  We’ll play some Norwegian games, try typical 
foods, and explore how 4-H has developed in Norway.  Before we’re done, you’ll know how you can host a Norwegian teen or travel to 
several other countries through 4-H next summer and develop leadership skills in the process. X

Setting and Achieving your Goals

Learning how set positive and attainable goals is an important step in life. In this workshop, you will explore different career paths and 
find out how they can be broken down into reachable goals. You will learn how to invest in your passions and translate that into 
education and career goals. X X X

Take Leadership Flight Hosting AYP Exchanges with Japanese 
Japan

Two Japanese girls came to Kansas in August to advance their leadership skills through attending 4-H and Kansas high schools.  Ai 
Okamoto is attending far Western Kansas’ Wallace County and Nagomi Okamoto is just outside of Rock Springs at Junction City. High 
School.  Their 4-H hosts, Clair, Mikayla and Kourtney, are also gaining leadership skills, as they introduce Ai and Nagomi to their 
families, communities, and schools.  The Japanese girls and their host sisters are exchanging their cultures in the process.  Come 
learn about Japan, its unique culture, arts, crafts, games, schools, and foods (and things that are nearly the same) through 
presentations by the exchange students and hands-on activities.  See how quickly an abacus can solve a math problem!  Hosts will 
share how their lives and those of their family have changed and benefitted from adding a teen from another background into their 
daily lives.  We will share how you can host an Academic Year Program (AYP) student or shorter exchange and travel through 4-H. X



The Wallet

This  game-style workshop will give you the freedom to spend money anyway you wish. This hands-on experience with real scenarios, 
FROM REAL LIFE STORIES, will help aide in making smart decisions with money. Everyone has a different lifestyle when they 
graduate high school. Take this class as a heads up for what might come your way next. Prizes for those who win the game... X X

Turning Wind into Electricity

In this session, students will design a small-scale wind turbine and test its performance in a 4'x4' wind tunnel. Students can experiment 
with a number of variables - blade design, number of blades, blade material, blade length, gears - to test their impact on the turbine 
performance (i.e., how much electricity it will generate). This session will also provide information on the Kansas KidWind Challenge 
and indicate how teams competing in the Kansas KidWind Challenge can earn a trip to the National KidWind Challenge in New 
Orleans, LA! X X X

Your Role in Philanthropy
We will be in the phase of wrapping up the 2022 youth philanthropy initiative with the Accessibility Fund. Let's evaluate, reflect and 
brainstorm for 2023! X X X


